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250 Random Facts Everyone Should
Know: A Collection Of Random Facts
Useful For The Odd Pub Quiz Night
Get-Together Or As Conversation
Starters

Have you ever had that moment when you are in the middle of a conversation and suddenly the
room becomes quiet and nobody knows how to move the discussion forward? Of course you have.
Haven't we all? That's why I decided to write this book. What better way to break that silence than to
throw out some of these facts: Gorillas spend up to 14 hours a day sleeping. One-quarter of the
bones in your body are in your feet. In the 1830s, ketchup was sold as medicine. And so was
Coca-Cola. The longest English word without a vowel is "rhythm". Whatever your motivation may
be, there is a really good chance you will find these facts and tidbits useful. So if you are ready, here
are 250 facts that everyone should know about!
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This book consists of different facts about animals, the human body, different culture around the
world, history and others. I learned a lot from reading this book. Allow me to paraphrase some of
these facts that I have never known before.When we sneeze, we should be thankful because the
truth is that our heart stopped pumping for a millisecond. So just imagine if it doesn't restart?We all
love dogs, but if you are living in Iceland you will be put to jail because it is unlawful!Twenty-seven
percent of the food production in Western countries only went to the garbage bin, while on the other
hand around 1.2 billion people around the world are underfed!These are only few among the 250
amazing ideas that you've never known before. So don't hesitate to buy this book. I can guarantee
that this will increase your wisdom.P.S. By the way, there is something wrong with the numbering.

The first and second digits are not showing. For instance, the number 25 is shown as "5". But this is
not an issue for me, I know the publisher is doing his best to improve the formatting of this book.

I was reading this while waiting at the DMV and it was so captivating it made my wait fly by
incredibly fast. Before I knew it my wait turned into an hour of adventure and fascination. There was
a huge wealth of knowledge in here that I didn't even have the slightest clue about. The variety of
this compilation was interesting and the facts were incredibly intriguing. It gave me an arsenal of
conversation starters to use at my disposal and in my opinion It was absolutely well worth the read
and it's great book to read for anyone who wants to learn some neat things about many different
subject. Highly recommended.

HAHA, I came across this book the other day and took a quick read through half of it. I actually
ended up using some of these random facts in a conversation the other night at the pub and
survived some awkward moments of silence. It made me seem more knowledgeable as well which
helped start new conversation topics. Great read for anyone who is active in networking and attend
many social functions.

Ok, I have to admit it, I was already aware of a dozen of these facts... Man! So many actually
Mind-blowing facts are given in this book, you need a very good memory to be able to remember all
of them.. However, if you manage to stick a few in the backpocket of your brain, I guarrantee you
will be a sensation at the next meeting/beer tasting session!! Just make your choice between one of
the many categories: Culture, History, Science, Animals, Body, Objects... and prepare to ignite!

"" The longest word in the English language with all the letters in alphabetical order - almost!" " The
romans used urine to clean and whiten their teeth." "A pigs orgasm last thirty minutes." " fill up your
gas tank in the morning to get more gas for every dollar...'"All of the above are some of the random
facts you will find in this book! I'm a sucker for seemingly useless trivia and this one was fun and
exciting to read. The facts were broken down into several categories ( animals, technology,
astronomy etc.) and most of the facts were lead ins for one or more of those following it. I loved the
varied categories and content, and the way that I was constantly surprised with some of the facts it
included. Its a very cool book. Even if you have know it all friends, some of these facts are still fun to
laugh over and discuss. :)I read it over a couple of days when taking a break, but it could easily be
read in one sitting.

250 Random Facts everyone should knowFound a lot of the categories fascinating as to what they
covered.List of other free books is at the beginning of this ebook which are included in this ebook.10
chapters also: Having Less is More is also included, strategies that will improve your focus, time
management and relationships.vegan bodybuilding and nutrition, guide to building muscle while on
a vegan diet.Quit smoking today, the shoe string entrepreneur and pregnancy: everything you need
to know.

This book was a real lifesaver for me. I always seem to feel that everyone knows stuff that I have
never heard about. I can't count how many times at a party people bring up stuff that is general
knowledge, but I didn't learn it. That is where this book hits the nail right on the head! It covers 250
facts that really help you stay informed about different aspects of life. What's great is that many of
my friends have never heard these before either. So, I am the one who actually has a clue at the
parties and stuff to talk about for once!

It is amazing to learn new things that you think some are too common in your everyday life yet you
arenâ€™t aware. This is one of the reasons why I love reading random facts. And this particular
book tops my favorite! Why you would ask, simply because reading random facts can be pretty
boring, especially if it is too many like this 250 random facts that some Iâ€™m not even interested at
all, but the way the author presented these random facts are so funny! You wonâ€™t even realize
that you already read all of them!
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